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Discovery Workspace

- Cloud-based tools and HPC enabled codes
- Jupyter Notebooks with access to DataDepot

**WORKSPACE**

Select an application from the tray above.

The *Workspace* allows users to perform simulations and analyze data using popular simulation codes including OpenSees, ADCIRC, and OpenFOAM, as well as data analysis and visualization tools including Jupyter, MATLAB, and Paraview.

Select a version of Jupyter from the dropdown:

- Please Select
- HPC Jupyter
- Jupyter
DesignSafe with NHERI EF Workflow

• Develop exemplary collaborative workspace from planning to publication using DesignSafe
• Specimen Preparation
  • Share design, construction, and instrumentation documents
• During Experiments
  • Rapid Visualization and cloud sharing of data and analysis
• Post - Experiments
  • Analyze Data on the cloud using HPC
  • Curate and Publish Data with data viewers for easier accessibility
• Published data with DOI for citation tracking

Streamline and enhance workflow with Jupyter Notebooks accessing data on the cloud
Data Workflow – Shake Table

Test Preparation

- Specimen Description Drawings
- Instrumentation List
- Loading Protocol (Earthquake records)

Test Execution

- Experimental Setup
  - LHPOST6 Specimen
- Control Room
  - Shake Table Controller, DAQ, Hybrid Control System

Post-test Analysis

- Convert DAQ Files (ENG Units, ASCII, ...)
  - Store all files on DataDepot
- Data Viewing and Derived Data using Matlab/Jupyter
  - View and Process on Cloud using Workspace
- Publication of Data
  - Photo Video recorder
  - User DAQ (Optional)
  - Data from DAQ (binary)
  - Data from Shake Table Controller (binary)
  - Calibration Files from shake table controller and DAQ
NHERI@UCSD Jupyter Notebook Template

- Develop template notebooks to read, visualize and process data from experiments on LHPOST6
- Jupyter Notebooks in DesignSafe can be used to
  - View data following experiments
  - Share and view data on cloud with remote collaborators
  - Publish with data for accessible visualization tools
  - Data can be accessed in all these steps from DataDepot
- Same/Similar notebooks can be used for all steps
- Published data will be more easily accessible without having to download
Past Experiment on LHPOST

- Data used for development
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**Description**

The use of large shake tables can provide extended capabilities to conduct large- and full-scale tests examining the seismic behavior of structural systems that cannot be readily obtained from reduced scale testing, or under pseudo-dynamic conditions. When considering large or complex structural systems, however, additional challenges arise such as high costs of full scale specimens or capacity limitations of currently available shake table. Some of these limitations can be overcome by real-time hybrid shake-table substructure test method that requires only key parts to be evaluated experimentally on the shake table while the remainder of the structure is modeled numerically. As a demonstration of the applicability of this method using a large shake tables, a series of hybrid shake table tests were conducted on the UCSD Large High Performance Outdoor Shake Table (LHPOST) with capabilities to test full scale structural models. A physical specimen was built on the LHPOST, and coupled with a numerical model using hybrid simulation techniques. Comparison of different methods to interface the numerical model with the control systems were evaluated. The physical specimen consisted on a rigid mass resting on four triple friction pendulum bearings that represented the upper story of a shear building model having the effect of a tune mass damper. Numerical models of shear buildings with different periods and multiple degree of freedom were considered to evaluate the performance of the table and stability and accuracy of the simulation results. The test results demonstrate the effectiveness of tune mass dampers in reducing structural response and the benefit of using a hybrid shake table test method towards expanded system level dynamic testing. The performance of the shake table is evaluated and methods to compensate delay and other sources of error are discussed.
Implementation of real-time hybrid shake table testing method in the UCSD large high performance outdoor shake table (LHPOST)
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SUMMARY

The use of large shake tables is needed to be able to conduct large- and full-scale testing to study structural seismic behavior issues that cannot readily be obtained from testing at smaller scale, or under pseudo-dynamic conditions. However, additional issues arise such as high costs of full scale specimens or capacity limitations of a shake table. These limitations can be alternatively overcome by a real-time hybrid shake table test method. As a demonstration of the applicability of this method in large shake tables, a hybrid shake table test was conducted. A physical specimen was built in LHPOST, and coupled with a numerical model using hybrid simulation techniques. Comparison of different methods to interface the numerical model with the control systems is discussed. The physical specimen consisted of a concentrated mass resting on four triple friction pendulum bearings. This physical substructure behaved as a tune mass damper when coupled with a shear building model. Shear buildings with different periods in some cases are used to represent the building below the tune mass damper. A multiple degree of freedom numerical model was also implemented to see how this hybrid shake table method performs under higher modes. Successful results confirm the effectiveness of tune mass dampers and the benefit of using a hybrid shake table test method. This test also shows the advantages of using midlevel isolation to retrofit existing

1. INTRODUCTION

Building with Hybrid In-Plane (BHiP) is a seismic isolation system that does not require any changes to the building’s structural elements. It includes a device that dissipates energy in an efficient manner. The device consists of a tuned mass damper (TMD) and a friction pendulum system (FPS) that work simultaneously to dissipate energy. The BHiP can be used in existing buildings to reduce seismic response and protect occupants and assets. The isolation system is designed to be installed between the superstructure and substructure, with the TMD and FPS acting as a vibration absorber and as a dissipater of energy, respectively.
Jupyter Notebook for LHPOST

• View any channel or processed data
• Module: Performance of shake table
Jupyter Notebook Use Case

- Implement and fully integrate in workflow with upcoming Experiment: Modular Testbed Building (More Tomorrow)
  - Analysis of shake table performance
  - Analysis of structural models (System ID)
    - Explore Python libraries for System ID
    - Develop Faster Code (e.g., Cython)
    - Track performance of structure through test series
  - Simplify data upload to DesignSafe
- Work with DesignSafe team to have exemplary curated data easily explorable using Jupyter notebooks
  - Develop documentation within notebook using modular approach
Jupyter Notebook for LHPOST

- Module: System Identification of Structural Model

Fig. 13. Transfer function amplitude versus frequency for the third story of the trial building.

Fig. 14. Transfer function amplitude versus frequency for the second story of the trial building.

Fig. 15. Transfer function amplitude versus frequency for the first story of the trial building.
Jupyter Notebook for LHPOST

- Module: System Identification of Structural Model
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Advantages of Jupyter Notebook

- Explore data on the cloud – no downloading
- Applications for cross test analysis
  - Utilize published data from past test to examine and compare performance of table across different payloads
  - Evaluate performance of structure as test progresses – automate damage detection
- Wide set of libraries available to explore
- Visualization tools and animations
Thank you for your attention!